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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Gothic Cathedral together with the Royal
Palace and the Archives of the Americas
gained World Heritage status in 1987. A tomb
which may or may not contain parts of
Christopher Columbus is a major tourist
attraction. Some brave Fruiterers climbed up
La Giralda, a minaret of the former mosque
which occupied this site and was designed by

the mathematician and astronomer Jabir ibn Aflah. Others in the
party headed for a tapas style lunch hosted by ‘Citrus First’ and
during which Liveryman Matt Hancock described the development

The Fruiterers flew south into the land where Moorish, Christian
and other Mediterranean cultures meld. Awaiting them was an

exotic mix of ideas, architecture, horticulture and enjoyment
brimming with energy all encapsulated by a finale of wild rhythms
from flamenco dancers. Into six days Master Fruiterer Stephen
Bellamy-James and his lady, Rita, wove experiences which sampled
Andalucian life. Beginning in Seville
some travellers arrived early spending
a day enjoying the Art Museum with its
huge collection of detailed medieval
Christian religious themes. Others
were drawn towards the Bull Ring and
its museum capturing features of
Spanish life with its roots in Roman
popularist Coliseum culture. 

Seville’s history reaches back
through Phoenician traders, the
Romans’ Hispania Ulterior, colon is -
ation by the Moors and eventually in
1248 incorporation by Ferdinand III into the Christian
Kingdom of Castille. It was the weathiest city in Iberia reaping
benefits from the Spanish colonisation of the Americas. All these
facets were very ably described by our guides during tours of the
Royal Palaces (Reales Alcáres). Here are vast ornamental patios,
concourses filled with glorious tilework and sumptuously decorated
chambers. Huge exotic and floriferous gardens encircle the Palace
complex. Seville was an inland port accumulating wealth returning
from the Spanish colonies brought up a well guarded but navigable
river. 

A short walk through alleyways celebrated in Spanish operas led
to the Cathedral of St Mary of the See. This the world’s largest

Generalife Garden, Andalusia

What a way to take in the sights

Wed 25 Jan            12pm St Paul’s Day      St Mary Abchurch 
                               Service Luncheon         Innholders’ Hall 

Thu 16 Feb             Annual Banquet           Mansion House

Tue 21 Feb               City Food Lecture           Guildhall 
6.30pm                    (Doors Open 5.30 pm) 

Thu 16 Mar              Fruiterers’ Company       One Great George
                                Fruit Conference             George Street 

Sat 18-Sun 19 Mar    Marmalade Festival         Dalmain 

Fri 31 Mar                 United Guilds Service     St Paul's Cathedral 
                                Informal Luncheon         Stationers’ Hall 

Thu 13 Apr               7pm Honorary                HQS Wellington 
                                Assistants Dinner            

Thu 18 May             Audit Court Dinner       Clothworkers’ Hall 
At the Royal Palace, Seville

Andalucia – blending cultures,
citrus and cattle



and current strengths of the Spanish citrus
industry. The mag nif ic ent largesse of the
luncheon informed Fruiterers of the scale
of degustation that followed in later meals.
Undeterred all mustered at the Gran Meliá
Hotel for an open carriage drive round the
historic centre of Seville culminating in a
visit to the Parque de Maria Luisa adjacent
to the River Guarelquivir. Dinner was served
in the Abades Triana restaurant from where
the Golden Tower shone out as darkness
gathered.

Horticulture called next morning at the
Ave Maria organic citrus orchard. This
company is a traditional producer of bitter
(Seville) oranges located in Mairena del
Alcor which is endowed with a sandy soil,
cool climate and abundance of water.
Owned by Madrid architect Jose Luis
Gahona Fraga and operated by his family
with CEO Teresa Amadora Fraga Iribarne.
The company specialises in supplying
Seville oranges for marma lade manu fact -
ure in Great Britain aiming at
fruit with unique aroma and
flavour. 

During an extended tour
of the orchards Fruiterers
saw trees 5 to 6m tall,
irrigated using fertigation,
ripening fruit hand-picked
over several times from
ladders with each orange
individually harvested with
the stalk attached using local
and Moroccan labour. The
farm started using organic
systems in the 1990s and
hence now has a good
balance between predators
and prey. Following a superb al fresco
lunch the party left for an over night stay in
Carmona. This hill-top town stands on a
ridge with breathtaking views down over the
plains of Andalusia. In 1247 Ferdinand III
captured Carmona from the Moors and
coined the epigram Sicut Lucifer lucet in
Aurora sic Wandalia Carmona (as the
morning star shines in the Dawn, so shines
Carmona in Andalusia). 

Following a comfortable night in the

former Palace of Pedro I, now a Parador
Hotel the party headed for the cattle ranch
Cortijo de Arenales. Ferried in a farm-trailer
and escorted by a traditionally clad cowboy,
our guide Senora Almudena de la Maza
showed the Fruiterers how bulls are raised
for traditional Spanish bull-fighting. Raised
in a semi-wild state the males and females
are carefully separated except for short
periods of insemination. Males mature for
about five years before sale into the ring at
prices ranging from 5 to 12,000 euros a
head. The estate is about 2,800 ha growing
mainly clover and grass pastures, wheat,
sunflower, with a venture this year into oil
seed rape. They also run a small herd of
black pigs fed mainly on acorns for the
exclusive Andalusian ham (Jamón Serano)
trade. 

Replenished with tapas and sherry
Granada beckoned. While situated on the
foot hills of the  Sierra Nevada which prov -
ides venues for international ski-ing
championships Granada is less than an
hour’s drive from the Mediterranean coast.
Its history and culture is a snap shot of
Europe’s invasions, turmoil, settlements
and revolutions. Pomegranate (granada in
Spanish) (Punica granatum) is the City’s
emblem and reputedly the first cultivated
fruit. It was brought to the area by the
Moors who occupied Gran ada for over
700years until Ferdinand III and Isabella I

captured the City in 1492.
Granada’s dominant

arch itectural and cultural
legacies are the Alhambra
palaces and pleasure
gardens of the adjacent
Generalife. Under gentle
guidance the Fruiterers exp -
lored through the Alcazaba
(Fortress) which is the
oldest part of the complex
and into the palaces built
by succ essions of Moslem
and Christian rulers. The
Moors produced brilliant
mixtures of tile and plaster -
work rich in Arabic script. In

one place they dem on strated the stages of
life culminating in the seventh stage in
heaven. The impressive Patio de los Leones
(Court of the Lions) contains a massive
marble bowl resting on the backs of lions.
Following a stroll through the gardens and
courtyards of the Generalife the Fruiterers
repaired to the Alhambra Palace Hotel for
a sumpt uous luncheon.     

The finale visits centred on the heart of
Granada around the Cathedral and Royal

Tombs. Alongside the Cathedral are
buildings which were originally centres of
Moorish study since the area was originally
the Nasrid Great Mosque together with a
huge market. The enormous Gothic Cath -
edral has five naves compared with the
usual three and contains the Royal Chapel
ordered by Ferdinand and Isabella. Their
tombs are on view in the vaults. 

Isabella was Queen of the Spanish
Netherlands in her own right and collected
paintings from Flemish and Dutch artists
some of which are displayed in the Sacristy.
These vividly demonstrate the stirrings of
reformation highlighting landscape and
diminishing religiosity. 

Vibrant, swirling, strident flamencos
com pleted celebrations during a Gala
Dinner. The Master and his energetic and
resourceful lady were roundly con grat ula -
ted by Senior Past Master Anthony Turnbull
for providing a superbly well organised,
fascinating, interesting and at times
amusing tour. In response the Master paid
tribute to Senora Emma del Cerro Kelham
who arranged the tours and located a
series of superb local guides.                

Liveryman Professor Geoffrey 
R Dixon, Owner of GreenGene

International and Visiting Professor in
the School of Agriculture, Policy and
Development, University of Reading,

Berkshire; 5th January 2016.
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Fruiterers learn about Seville production Tending the bulls

Jose Luis Gahona

Flamenco dancer

Andalucia – blending cultures, citrus and cattle – continued



HONORARY ARCHIVIST
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Joseph Warren Zambra was a
partner in the company of

Opticians and Meteorological
Instrument Makers known as
Negretti and Zambra.

It has not been possible to
identify who his proposer
and seconder were but his
business address of Holborn
Viaduct gives a clue that he
quite possibly visited or had
connections with Farringdon
Market which was close by and
where some of the traders were

members of the Fruiterers’ Company.
Records show that he was

admitted to the Worshipful
Company of Fruiterers by
redemp tion in 1868 and the
Livery List of 1876 shows that
he continued to be a member
of the Company.

Negretti and Zambra was a
very respected company in the

field of optical instruments and
it is highly likely that when

Zambra was a Fruiterer many other
members of the Livery owned items

made and sold by his company.
Although less likely, it may be possible that

even to this day Negretti and Zambra’s
barometers, binoculars and telescopes remain
in the possession of some of the current
members of the Livery.

Negretti and Zambra were the only English
instrument makers to receive a prize medal for
meteorological instruments at the 1851 Great
Exhibition. They were appointed instrument
makers to the Queen, Greenwich observatory,

and the British Meteorological Society
When Joseph William Zambra died in

1897 the value of his estate was given as
£176,394+

Fruiterers and guests were provided with an
interesting and illuminating after dinner

discourse by the guest speaker Mr James Watt
CVO, at Barber-Surgeons’ Hall. Formerly HM
Ambassador to Lebanon, The Kingdom of
Jordan and The Republic of Egypt, he
recounted some experiences from his first
posting in the Emirates up to his last
Ambassadorial position in Egypt. The events
that have shaken the Middle East post war
have sent reverberations around the world and
the most salient ones were expanded on. He
admitted that in the main, life in the diplomatic
corps was one of observing social niceties. To
the amusement of the audience he spoke of
an occasion in Afghanistan when he was being
hosted by the head of the Taliban, who had
declared his aversion to the cultivation of the
opium poppy. Surrounding the location where
the meeting was being held were fields of the
plants and it was obvious that everyone was
becoming slowly narcotized by the emissions
being carried on the wind in the intense heat.
Adopting a more serious tone he spoke of the
astonishment felt by all present when Eduard
Shevernadze announced the end of the Soviet

Regime at the UN in 1986. Branding the
invasion of Iraq as a disaster and the bombing
of Lebanon by Israel in 2006 as “merciless” 
Mr Watt confirmed that his last assignment in
Egypt had been the saddest because of the
events that overtook the Country. Penult im -
ately, he observed that UK diplomacy has not
always been distinguished owing to the sins of
bad government, but extended hope in
conclusion by stating that in the future it was
hoped that the major challenges facing
mankind, which included the rapid use of finite
resources, population explosion and
environmental issues would be dealt with by
collaboration.

Previously our Master had underlined the
importance of the Apprentice Scheme that
has been given new life under Past Master Will
Sibley and toasted Philip, the Clerk, who was
celebrating his first anniversary in office. He
welcomed Master Baker, Master Cook and
Master Launderer as distinguished guests
along with James Watt. Special mention was
given to the Fruiterers’ Christmas Cards driven
by Kevin Rose. Sarah Calcutt was named in
conjunction with the Chairman of the Awards

Council, Dr Graham Collier, in their efforts to
successfully arrange the first commercial
enterprise for Fruiterers’ Ltd., the 2017
Conference to be staged in London on the 16
March 2017.  

One particularly pleasant duty that the
Master had to discharge was to present 
Mr Andy Hunt with the Fruiterers’
Management Award.

Negretti & Zambra Outlets

Negretti & Zambra offers

Master & Wardens’ Dinner

Liveryman Joseph Warren Zambra 1822-1897

James Watt, CVO, our principal guest
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2016 has been a momentous year for global politics and for the
UK economy, with the victory of Donald Trump and the

emphatic vote here in the Referendum on the EU. A large turnout,
way above that of the general election, saw a massive 17,410,742
people vote for the UK to leave the EU. The coming year promises
to be equally significant. There are key elections across Europe,
major political events in China and, of course, the need for the US
and the UK to implement the change that their electorates have
voted for.

The financial markets have reacted positively to the prospect of
a Trump Presidency. Naturally, only time will tell whether this is the
right call. His approach looks set to be different, but it may also
contain important elements from the past. In particular, his focus
on the need to rebuild the poor US infrastructure has elements of
the policies of President Roosevelt in the 1930's. Meanwhile his
desire to cut taxes and implement mega bills to get things done,
has elements of 1980's Ronald Reagan. He has also already created
a Strategic and Policy Forum, full of business leaders, particularly
from finance and heavy industry. The net effect is likely to be a
reflationary policy that boosts the US economy in 2017.

This reflationary policy may be seen elsewhere, too. Since the
financial crisis of 2008, there has been a shift to low interest rates
and unconventional monetary policies across the globe. Now, and
particularly in the wake of the Brexit vote, more countries have seen
the need to give their domestic economies a boost. This policy
environment may be positive for growth. The surprise in 2017 may
be that the world economy grows at a faster pace than is generally
expected.

There will be uncertainties. Donald Trump favours bilateral trade
deals over regional ones. This should favour the UK. But it has
already triggered some uncertainty about how US trade policy will
impact elsewhere. Then, there is the ongoing geopolitical
uncertainty, for instance over Russia, the Middle East and also the
South and East China Seas. 

It is against this backdrop that the UK will trigger Article 50 to
leave the European Union. Leaving the EU will help restore
sovereignty to the UK. It will also allow the UK to decide upon a
sensible migration policy. And, contrary to much of what is said,
leaving both the EU and its Single Market will be good for UK
economic growth.

If the 1930s and 1980s help give a steer to what may lie ahead
in the US, there are also a number of historic years that will help
give a guide to what lies ahead here. From the last two centuries, I
would select four years that really stand out for the UK economy.
These are 1979, 1945, 1931 and 1846. 1979 saw the election of

Mrs Thatcher and a radical
supply side agenda that
turned the economy around.
1945 led to the creation of a
welfare state. 1931 not only
witnessed a sterling devaluation but a necessary rebalancing of
economic policy after the Gold Standard. And 1846 saw the end
of the Corn Laws and the start of a process that saw the UK move
away from the protectionism that had previously existed towards a
focus on what was good for the people. 

Now, 2016 has the potential to be added to this list. And if it is,
then it will be because we will have been able to combine the key
aspects of those other momentous dates, with leaving the EU the
trigger.

Despite all the uncertainty associated with triggering Article 50,
the decision to leave the EU allows the UK the ability to recreate
the best of each of these four momentous years. Clearly this will
not happen overnight.

The UK will return competency in many different areas from
Brussels to London. This includes a vast array, from state aid, to
regional policy to effective regulation of The City, avoiding for
instance the financial transactions tax. It will also include the UK
having the ability to arrange trade deals itself. Furthermore, there
are areas of policy that we were able to control ourselves even when
we were in the EU but which we will now have to implement far
more effectively. Not least of these is the need to focus more on
infrastructure and innovation at home and on exports to the fast
growing areas of the world economy.

There is a need to help business and boost the supply side of
the economy and in the process address head-on the problems of
low productivity and low pay. There is a need to modernise the
welfare state so that is affordable and works well for all the people.
There is undoubtedly a need to rebalance the economy, so that
while London and the financial sector can continue to do well, this
is alongside boosting the regions and other areas of the economy.
Finally, as in 1846, leaving the EU means we can set policies
focused on benefiting the people and not protected interests.
Leaving something we have been in for over four decades is not
easy. But it is a great opportunity to help reposition the UK to
succeed in a growing and a changing world economy. The next
steps to achieving this will be seen in 2017. 

Dr Gerard Lyons is a Liveryman. 
He is also Chief Economic Strategist at Netwealth

Investments, an online discretionary wealth manager.

City Perspective



View from Overseas
IS PERU THE NEW CHILE?
In this second instalment of two
Liveryman John Giles concludes his
evaluation of the commercial
development of these two important
South American countries of fresh
produce supply. 

The two countries, do however, have a
number of things in common. These

include the following:
● a rapid rise in the level of exports over

the last 10 years in particular, although
in Chile, this began some time
beforehand

● the diversification of the export base.
Historically both countries developed
their exports by looking at the markets
in the US and the EU, but in more
recent years, the angle of attack has
changed. Markets in such areas of the
world as China, SE Asia, other parts of
Latin America and the Middle East are
now playing a much more important
part of the export mix – and will continue
to do so in the future

● the sheer pace at which they have been
able to develop a wide range of Free
Trade Agreements, especially in SE Asia,
which has seen them develop exports to
this part of the world at speed

● both countries have developed a num -
ber of genuinely world class growing
and export businesses. Both have
instigated a strong presence at major
international trade events, such as Fruit
Logisitca in Berlin, Fruit Logistica Asia
in Hong Kong and at the PMA in the US
every year

● in terms of the UK market, this is still an
important destination for both count -
ries. Part of the attraction of the UK has
been the relatively large and affluent
population of some 65 million con -
sumers demanding both technically and

commercially, clear and well understood
routes to market

● both Chile and Peru have also enjoyed
low levels of market access to the UK as
a member of the EU. The decision for
the UK to leave the European Union
after the recent Brexit referendum will
mean that they will need to renegotiate
access to the UK. But as seen above,
both countries are well versed in the art
of developing trade agreements. It
might not be at all surprising to see
them develop their new trade agree -
ment(s) with the UK along the same
basic lines as they already have with the
rest of the EU. How long this takes to
achieve though will be interesting to see.
They both have plenty of other trade
negotiation work already in progress

● a remarkably strong degree of internal
industry cohesion. Behind closed doors,
there is plenty of debate between grow -
ers, farm unions, R & D and exten sion
services, exporters, trade assoc iat ions
and government export develop ment
agencies. In front of customers and the
competition though, there is a united
stance, with a sense of industries that
know where they are going and what
they need to do to get there

● strong industry leadership and direction
from umbrella organisations, such as
ASOEX in Chile and AGAP in Peru. This
is backed up by effective support from
gov ernment agencies such as PROCHILE
in Santiago and from the Peruvian Trade
Office in Lima. In the cases of ASOEX
and AGAP, these org an isations appear to
be well funded, well-staffed and well-
connected politic ally and have a clear
sense of where they want the industry to
be moving to.

In both cases, there also appears to be a

remarkably overriding and positive attitude
towards the development of their own
industries and that of the international fruit
market per se. Having worked with both,
this can be summarised as being “don’t tell
us why we cannot do it, tell us what we
need to do to make it happen!”

So – is Peru really the new Chile? To be
honest, I am not sure they want to be. And
with the head start in terms of building fruit
exports that Chile has developed, in some
respects the country cannot be, even if they
wanted to. Peru wants to be Peru, not the
new Chile and recognised in its own right
in the international fruit sector and not seen
as an imitator of anyone. 

In Santiago, they seem as determined as
ever to keep their industry moving forward
with the development of new markets and
new forms of promotional support being
among the key objectives. A few years ago,
Chile began to promote its fruit as being
“world class”. They continue to do so.
Having set this as the ambition of the
industry, it is hard to go back. So for Chile,
the reality is that it has no other option than
to keep moving forward. China, others in
SE Asia and the developing business in
newer markets such as Sub Saharan and
North Africa combined with existing trade
to the EU and US, all seem set for further
growth, as does the further diversification of
the export product mix. Allied to the strong
relationship found in Chile between the
government and the private sector, often
cleverly steered by the likes of ASOEX, it
would be difficult to see them not remaining
as top of the pile, not only in Latin America,
but the rest of the world too. At the same
time, countries such as Peru, appear to be
very much hot on their heels, often spurred
by the huge opportunities they both see in
SE Asia, and not least, China.
Piece provided by Liveryman John Giles
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Peruvian Asparagus

Valpariso; principal load port for Chilean fruit

Chilean apple orchards



FROM ORCHARD TO MARKET
ENGLISH TOP FRUIT NEWS

British top fruit growers have enjoyed a
period of sustained growth but are now

entering a period of uncertainty. As in other
areas of horticulture there is a dependence
on itinerant, seasonal labour to harvest
crops and the question mark that has been
placed on that source through BREXIT will
pose problems for apple and pear growers.
The banning of effective means of cont -
rolling common scourges of the industry,
(such as scab on apples), by Brussels, has
put into doubt the commercial future of
some of the more promising dessert
varieties developed in this country. There is
an urgency to move towards mechan -
isation throughout the top fruit process and
detailed research is being currently under -
taken in an endeavour to find an effective,
environmentally acceptable and so called
‘secure’ agricides to break through the
challenge.

The 2016 British top fruit crop has been

harvested and the official statistics
have been published and they are
somewhat disappointing. Pears are

1.2% down (from a lowish base)
particularly with Comice and Concorde,
mainly due to unfavourable weather at
critical times of development. Total
tonnages of dessert apples are showing a
reduction of 4.2% after several years of
protracted growth. The only variety to
demonstrate an increase has been Gala.
The so called ‘old’, ‘early’ and ‘new’ varieties
all show a downturn in volumes. Canker
has had an impact on Kanzi and Rubens in
particular which has led some growers to
already grub orchards of these cultivars.

Particularly worrying is the continued
reduction in the production of Bramley.
Figures indicate that the decline has been
15.7% in just twelve months. It is believed
by industry luminaries that the trend will
continue unless growers receive a more

favourable return
on their in vest -
ments. There is
some un cert ainty
surrounding the
situation in
Northern Ireland.

Factors that
have affected the
crop in different
ways have been
the mild winter
(lack of dorm an -
cy), wet ground

and a lack of sunshine as fruit was dev el -
oping – particularly with the early
croppers.

On a more positive note the British
retailers are supporting domestic apples
and pears in a strong fashion. At the start
of December there were some sparkling
figures. When compared with the same
period of 2015 Tesco was up by 54%,
Morrisons by 68% and the ‘Hard Dis -
counters’ by 46%. It is true that the season
started approximately one week later this
year so the statistics are particularly
pleasing. Marketers are reporting that
sales as we enter the twelfth month are
where they should be when remaining
stocks are considered. It is improbable
that English apples will be available into
the late spring and early summer as they
were last year.

Some of the promising

new varieties appear

susceptible to scab

A pack of excellent Italian Gala for 50p

Jazz continuously improving in 

popularity internationally

Melinda Milyan was presented with the
Fruiterers Craftsman’s Award by Mr

Sandys Dawes, Past Master of the
Worshipful Company of Fruiterers, at the
National Fruit Show on 20 October.

This Award is not presented every year,
but whenever the situation merits it, to
recognise conspicuous craftsmanship and
the exercise of practical skills in fruit
growing.

Melinda’s career with George Thompson
Ltd of Great Oakley started on vegetable
harvesting rigs. When the farm diversified
into fruit seven years ago Melinda became
enthusiastically involved in all aspects 
of orchard planning, production and

harvesting; she is now responsible for
pruning, crop walking and harvesting of
apples, pears, apricots, plums, hardy kiwis
and figs.

Without her mastery of Dutch
influenced pruning techniques in particular
the farm would not have been able to
achieve record breaking pear yields in
recent years.

In making the presentation Past Master
Dawes concluded by saying “Melinda is
conscientious at passing on her expertise
to her team, and has an open minded
approach to innovation; she is precisely the
kind of person this Award was designed to
celebrate”. 

Presentation of Craftsman's Award to 

Melinda Milyan

Craftsman’s Award presented to Melinda Milyan
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Awards Council Page  

Andy Hunt is presented with the
Fruiterers’ Management Award

In recognition of his outstanding achieve -
ments as a manager responsible for

technological advance within the fruit
grow ing industry, the Master presented 
Mr Andy Hunt (pictured below). with the
annual Fruiterers’ Management Award at
Barber-Surgeons’ Hall on 2nd November.

Having managed a fruit farm near
Coventry, Andy Hunt moved 26 years ago
to manage the fruit operation on Lower
Hope Estate at Ullingswick in Herefordshire.

Shortly after joining he faced the chall -
enge of introducing cherry growing.
Starting with Colt rootstocks, he quickly
recognised that the way forward had to be
different growing systems, on different
rootstocks, and covering the trees from
the early stages. Gisella 5 rootstocks
followed, and different varieties and
planting systems; cherries now dominate
the fruit growing operation at Lower Hope.

Andy is at the forefront of progress in
cherry growing, developing growing
systems that allow a much earlier break-
even point, a vital consid  eration in a

competitive market driven by cost
price.

The citation given by Past
Master Sandys Dawes read
that "Andy Hunt is highly

respected in the industry;
hundreds of growers from

UK, Europe and the
world find their way to
Lower Hope to talk
with him and learn
from the progress
made. His
achievements mark

him out as an
entirely worthy

recipient of the Fruiterers
Management Award". 

“Root and Branch may they flourish
forever”, so runs the Fruiterers’

traditional toast which immediately identifies
this historic Company’s association with
horti culture. Its objectives are clear.  It
promotes excellence in every area of the fruit
industry. To this end it is organising a one
day conference to be held in 2017:

"Navigating turbulence in the produce
supply chain and beyond", 16th March, One
Great George Street, Westminster . 

The Fruiterers are delighted to announce
an exceptional line up of speakers and
session chairs, including: the Rt Hon Michael
Jack CBE; David Smith CBE (Director of
Markets and Standards for the corporation
of London); Minette Batters (Deputy
President of NFU); Professor Bill Davies CBE
(University of Lancaster); John Pelham
(Anderson Midlands); Dr Maneesh Kumar
(University of Cardiff Business School); Dr
Clive Black (Shore Capital); Professor David
Hughes, and Alison Capper (Chair of NFU
Horticulture and potatoes Board); supported
by Liverymen John Shropshire and John
Giles, Richard Harnden (Berry Gardens),
Andrew Burgess (Produce World) and Dr

Tina Barsby (Director, NIAB/EMR).
The programme will cover all elements

of the global produce chain; the impacts of
climate, technology, politics, trade and
investment. We have a blend of speakers,
debating panels and presentations by
innovative, sector leading individuals and
businesses. This is an essential event for the
diary of anyone involved in food production,
logistics and retail; the organising comm -
ittee led by Liveryman Dr Graham Collier
have called upon their extensive network to
ensure that all aspects of our sector are
covered.

The conference presents an ex cell ent
opportunity for businesses to promote
them selves to Livery related comp an -
ies. There is a range of spon sorship
packages available which are att -
racting some big names which are
eager to support this key event. For
more inform ation on sponsor ship
of the conference please contact
sarah@partnersinproduce. co.uk

Tickets will be available via the
Livery website priced at £150
plus VAT.  www.fruiterers.org.uk

The Ridley Medal

It has been announced that the
Worship ful Company of Fruiterers’

triennial award for outstanding
achievements in fruit culture, ‘The Ridley
Medal’, will be presented to Don Vaughan
at the 2017 Banquet to be held at the
Mansion House during the evening of
Thursday 16th February.

Trees of diverse apple varieties at Brog -
dale are flowering on average seventeen

days earlier than fifty years ago. The Univ er -
sity of Reading and the National Fruit
Collections Trust are collaborating on this
project which sets out to find how apple
varieties, new and old, respond to different
climate scenarios.

Samples from a carefully selected range
of apple varieties were grafted on to the
same rootstock and planted out in 2014 in
a complex experimental layout. The trees,
now well established, have been covered by
environmentally controlled polythene tunnels
so that temperature and water availability
can be varied in which to execute a research
programme.

A PhD studentship has been established
to undertake some of the research. It is
supported financially by The Elizabeth
Creak Trust, the University of Reading and
The Worshipful Company of Fruiterers. The
Awards Council from its budget is providing
£20,000 over three years to part fund the
student, Tobias Lane. He will use the

Brogdale facility to investigate changes in
fruit tree development and the consequent
potential fruit production under future
predicted climate scenarios. Tobias will
collect and analyse data on basic indicators
of crop development including flowering
time, ripening time, potential changes in
growing season etc., as well as fruit 
yield and quality in relation to growth
environment.

The results together with a model-based
approach to better understanding the
existing data (collected over approximately
50 years on flowering time and existing
weather), should allow a more compre hen -
sive, and potentially mechanistic, under -
standing of the effects of future climates on
fruit production in the UK.

Tobias, who has had a long interest in
horti culture and graduated with a 1st Class
Honours Degree in Horticulture and
Environmental Management, will report the
project’s progress in the Newsletter. The
Livery will be able to meet Tobias at a livery
event during his three year tenure.

The long-term Climate Change impacts on Apple Production
Funded by the National Fruit Collection Trust

Navigating turbulence in the produce supply chain and beyond



“The best thing you can do is the right thing;
the next best thing you can do is the wrong
thing; the worst thing you can do is nothing.”
– President Theodore Roosevelt

Roosevelt’s words have a particular reson-
ance with me. I believe it is better to do

something rather than nothing at all and have
never been one for fence sitting; it is a position
that encourages slothfulness and neglect and
ultimately can become a very uncomfortable
position.. As David Lloyd George said about Sir
John Simon “He has sat on the fence so long
the iron has entered his soul”. 

It has been both a
privilege and an
honour to be Master
and to hold the
baton of such an
ancient organisation.
Often I would reflect
on Past Masters long
since gone, what
kind of Masters they
might have been and
what they did for the
Fruiterers. I won de r -
ed if I was living up to
their expectations
and achievements.
Sadly, my natural
curiosity could not be
assuaged as there is

little detailed history recorded. 
I began my year as Master not wanting just

to attend dinners and other such events but to
improve the smooth running and welfare of the
Company and to help it achieve its objectives.
It has been a year that has also flown by at
supersonic speed. It seems only yesterday we
gathered in St Mary Abchurch at the St Pauls
Day Service yet today I have been casting my
eye over the Service for 25 January 2017. 

The Master’s year is by all accounts much
more arduous and time consuming today than
it was even 5 years ago. It has certainly kept me
very busy and can be hectic. I have had more
than my fair share of eating and drinking,
accompanied by a rapidly expanding waistline;
Rita hopes it will disappear next year! I have
attended well over 100 events and meetings to
help maintain and raise the Company profile as
well as to enjoy myself but have devoted even
more days to administration, correspondence,
the writing of articles, speeches, thank you
letters, and the preparation for meetings. The
Company of Fruiterers never lets the Master

forget them and there are daily reminders of
one kind or another. 

The year as Master is also a year of great
fun, entertainment, meeting new people and
seeing new places. I could not have managed
it without Rita’s help, advice, loyalty,
understanding and support; I owe her a great
deal of thanks and enduring gratitude. 

I have a big thank you to all in the Livery

Master with Peter Thomas
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The year as Master is
also a year of great fun,
entertainment, meeting
new people and seeing
new places. 

Rita has been steadfast in her
support of our Master throughout

his year

Sue Handy with her ballerinas



who have been most supportive and generous
in their compliments. My thanks also go out
to many others who collectively assist the
Clerk. I am indebted to Philip who in his first
year has run the Company successfully and
extremely well. I am sure his input will go from
strength to strength in the coming years. To
my two Wardens, Dennis and John, who have
been most supportive and given encourage -
ment when needed. To all those who serve on
the committees and put in a great deal of hard
work that is not always fully recognised. To the
subcommittee chairmen (Liverymen Graham
Collier, Kevin Rose, Past Masters Laurence
Olins and Ivor Robins) who devote a
significant amount of their time to Company’s
affairs. To the Honorary Assistants who attend
Court and officiate at Company functions. To
our Honorary Rembrancer, Ian Rainford, our
Beadle Ted Prior and Fruit Porter Jim
Huddart. Finally, to the many characters who
make up that awesome group known as the
Past Masters; some like to tease, (they know
who I mean), others who give you advice
whether you want it or not and sometimes
contra dictory advice to that of other Past
Masters! But in truth they have all have been
most supportive. I enjoyed enormously being
their guest at the Past Masters dinner at the
Carlton Club when it became clear to me
future membership was going to be a very
happy privilege. 

I want to single out our Honorary Chaplain
who will be retiring next year but who, I am
delighted to say, will be giving his farewell
sermon at St Paul’s Day. His graces and
blessings deserve to be gathered together and
placed in our archives for their perception, wit
as well as their spirituality. They are amongst
the best I have heard in The City. Nigel will be

missed as Honorary Chaplain but not lost to
the Fruiterers. 

I like to think, others will judge, that our 5
key objectives have been met and exceeded
this year. As everyone knows they are:
• To promote excellence across all sectors of

the fruit industry
• To support education and research within

the fruit industry
• To support the Lord Mayor and the City of

London Corporation
• To be active in raising funds for charity
• To foster, within the Livery, a spirit of good

fellowship
This does not mean we should rest on our

laurels. A year is not a long time and progress
is achieved slowly within the Company. There
have however been some significant
milestones which will come to ‘fruition’ in
years to come. The Fund Raising and Events
Working Party (Liverymen William Parry,
Brendan Finucane, and Anne Donoghue)
have produced two short but exciting reports.
They each bring experience to this area which
the Company in the past may have lacked and
they are full of ideas for increasing our funds.
They deserve the thanks, support and
encouragement of the entire livery. Past
Master Cooper, Archivist and devoted
Fruiterer, has once more been busy preparing
for the second outing of the Company to the
Lord Mayors Big Curry Lunch and hopefully
we may exceed last years incredible
contribution to the Lord Mayor’s Charity. Peter
is a willing volunteer who does an enormous
amount for the Company. Liverymen Graham
Collier and Sarah Calcutt together with the
Awards Council have done sterling work
preparing for the Fruiterers’ Conference on 16
March 2017. Our new website is still not yet
fully functional but Renter, Past Master Cooper
and Livery man Kevin Rose have been charged
with getting it up and running as soon as
possible. Liveryman Robin Dawson retires as
Chairman of the Finance Sub-Committee in
March 2017 and will be succeeded by
Liveryman Adrian Padfield. The Company
thanks Robin for his hard work as Chairman
over several years. Adrian has already been
busy on behalf of the Company preparing
himself to take over the finances and having
successfully incorporated Fruiterers Limited
as the legal entity which will run the

Conference and other future events. The two
charitable foundations, the Fruiterers’
Charitable Trust and the Fruiterers’ Fruit
Culture Trust, have been brought under the
umbrella of a charitable incorporated organis -
ation known as the Fruiterers’ Foundation, our
thanks to Past Masters Anthony Turnbull and
Steve Bodger for overseeing this. 

Finally, the Fruiterers’ Manual Working
Party (Past Masters Hohnen, Cooper, the
current Renter Warden, myself and the Clerk
with Past Master Halliday as a consultant) will
begin work in the New Year on the production
of a Manual. Drafts will be circulated so please
do read them and comment.

Finally, I wish Dennis Surgeon and his wife
Jan, a wonderful and happy time as Master
and Mistress in 2017. I am sure the Company
will give them all the support they deserve and
will all pull together to ensure they have a
terrific year. I also wish the incoming Wardens
a joyful and fulfilling time supporting the
Master at all the Company events and
meetings. 

Adieu and a very merry Christmas and a
happy New Year to you all.

Planted sapling irrigated with 
Holy Water at Stratford

Fruiterers with the Lord Mayor's 
entourage visiting Spitalfields

Master, Wardens, Wives and Principal Guests
at Greenwich
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Soft and Stone Fruit

Over the last four months, since the
publication of the last Newsletter, UK

soft fruit growers have enjoyed a satisfactory
conclusion to their season. Throughout,
supply has more or less balanced demand
and as a consequence sales have been fluid
without uncomfortable peaks in production
to accommodate. For all of the four main
berry types Strawberries, Raspberries,
Black berries and Blueberries identical
comments have applied, according to our
correspondent Dave Ashton. “In many ways”
he confides “it has been a reasonably easy
season for every link in the supply chain”. The
three barometers of marketing – demand,
penetration and value all showed an increase.
The only real challenge was the occurrence
of small sites of black mould on some
varieties of blackberries.

Currants and gooseberries sold fluently
and at acceptable values.

As we go to press we are coming to the
tail end of the UK season. Attention is
switching to Holland as a source for
strawberries but the production in that
country has been hit by hail. What is available
at the moment is not adequate to satisfy
demand. Spain is late with Raspberries due
to hot weather delaying planting. Supplies
started to come on line during late November
and early December which is behind the
norm. Generally, blackberries would be
arriving from Mexico at this time of year but
the country is growing fewer and more of
what is being cultivated is being shipped
north, over the border, into the massive US
market. As a consequence there is a lower
tonnage to freight to other markets, the
category into which the UK slots. Domestic
production of blueberries was as anticipated
but Polish supplies are meeting a strong
demand in other parts of Europe which is

reducing the flow to consumers in this
country. Argentina has a good crop as does
Peru but the latter is exploiting demand in the
US and China. We have written about the
phenomenal, global explosion in the demand
for blue berries before in this publication. We
have not yet witnessed the peak and other
countries are planting extensively to capitalise
on the consumer growth. South Africa will
come on line with substantial volumes in two
to three years’ time. 

Retailers in this country are not totally
happy with the situation. All of the products
in the category are costing more but none of
the main players in the field are prepared to
reduce the retail selling prices. As a con seq -
uence margins are being squeezed although
in many instances shoppers are paying an
identical price for a lower mass of product. 

Brexit has affected the trade particularly
where imports are paid for in US$ but the
most significant challenge for the future will
be securing adequate labour to harvest the
crops. It has become very difficult to plan for
further expansion when two of the major
factors that can affect berry fruit production
for UK growers are still unresolved. Currently
there are very few in these islands who are
planning an upturn in production until the
issues are clarified. Another factor to contend
with is the minimum living wage where
between 35 – 60% of production costs have
been calculated to be attributable to labour.
It has been forecast that within a very short
time a high proportion of British strawberries
will be bench grown in a substrate.

Christmas Cards 2016

This year the proceeds from the prom -
otion of Fruiterers’ Christmas Cards

surpassed those of all previous years and
for the first time have generated a valuable
contribution of in excess of £1000 (one
thous and pounds) to the Company’s
Charitable Trust

The Company is extremely grateful to
all Liverymen and their guests for supp -
orting this most worthy of causes.

The enthusiastic input of Liveryman
Kevin Rose and his family in connection
with the manufacture, wrapping, selling
and delivery of the cards has played a
major part in the success of this venture
and merits special recognition. 

Kevin the Company thank you and
your family and send you Best Wishes for
a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!! 

BERRIES and CURRANTS

If you love cheesecake but are short of
time, this is the seasonal pud for you !
175g caster sugar
150g kumquats, quartered lengthways
150g cranberries
250g cream cheese, chilled
juice of half a small lime
100ml double cream, chilled
50g butter
50g digestive biscuits, crushed
zest of 1 lime, plus extra to decorate

1.In a pan, heat 50g of the caster sugar
with 75ml of water, stirring to dissolve
the sugar. Add the kumquats and
simmer for 15 minutes, then add the

cranberries and simmer for 5 minutes
more. Leave to cool.

2. In a bowl, whisk together the
cream cheese, 100g of the caster sugar
and the lime juice. Whip the cream in a
separate bowl, then fold into the
cheesecake mixture.

3.Melt the butter and mix in a bowl
with the crushed biscuits, lime zest and
the remaining 25g of sugar.

4. To serve, spoon a layer of cheese -
cake mixture into four glasses, followed
by the biscuit mixture, then repeat. Top
with the kumquats and cranberries.
Decorate with extra lime zest.                                

Sarah Randell

Blueberry prices have remained the same 

but mass has decreased

Strawberries; a crop which will be

increasingly table grown

Cranberry and kumquat cheesecake in a
glass Serves 4



Apart from a Company event, if you want 
to bump into more fellow Fruiterers per

acre, then the National Fruit Show is the place
to be. Staged over two days at Detling, in
October every year, the pavilions on the site of
the Kent Showground attract virtually anybody
who is anybody in the business of horticulture.
Our own Sarah Calcutt is the Show Chairman
and each year the range of exhibits appears to

increase. Obviously, the Worshipful Company
of Fruiterers has become intimately involved
either directly or indirectly through the
activities of its members. Our stand is always
on display with a helpful, friendly liveryman in
attendance to answer any questions that a
visitor may pose. We also sponsor a number
of awards in the pursuit of the Company’s
drive for excellence in the industry. This year

the event was held on Wednesday 19th and
Thursday 20th October. Unfortunately the
Master could not be in attendance so Past
Mast Sandys Dawes deputised most ably. The
Fruiterers’ Medal for best exhibit of Dessert
Apples went to Miller and Bradley, for Culinary
Apples to Bardsley & Sons and for Pears to
Agrii Limited.

At the Presentation of fruit to
‘The Right Honourable the

Lord Mayor, Alderman the Lord
Mountevans’ at Mansion House on
26 October, he admitted to our
Master that he was a fruit-aholic. This
ancient ceremony whose origins
have been lost in the mists of time
is religiously observed by the

Fruiterers. They
are one of a very

small number of
City Livery Com -

pan ies who are
perm itted to present

their wares once a
year to the incumb ent

of the highest Corp -

oration Office. He and the Lady Mayoress
received the Fruiterers in a very warm 
and friendly manner. The magnificent 
fruit, fresh from the NFS and Spitalfields,
was displayed in the traditional style and 
the presentation was made in the
prescribed fashion involving the Master,
Wardens, Clerk, Beadle, Honorary Fruit
Porter and Past Master Ivor Robins.
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National Fruit Show

Presentation at the Mansion House
to a self-confessed fruit-aholic

Above: Master, Wardens,

Immediate Past Master.

The Lord Mayor with the Master

and Rita Bellamy-James
Left: Honorary Fruit Porter

and Beadle stand ready

There was the usual spectacular display of

English Fruit

The Fruiterers' Stand attracted a wide, cross

section of visitors!

Presentation of Fruit Culture Award to 

Rob Saunders
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Andrew has been elected as Captain of 
Royal Blackheath Golf Club for this

year. Our picture shows him at the election
dinner at the club.

Andrew was a founding member of the
Fruiterers’ Golfing Society and has been
the secretary for the last few years. 

It is an interesting connection with the

Company as two past members
of the Company also held this
highly esteemed position.  John
Eagleton in 1925 and Guy
Eagleton in 1936.  Both were
former Clerks of the Company.

The Club is celebrating 250 years of
history.

Andrew tells us, modestly, that he is at
the top of his game at present as he tours
the other Royal Clubs! Well done, Andrew!

At the Lutyens Restaurant in London’s 
Fleet Street on the evening of

October 12, new Liverymen dined with the

Master, Wardens, Past Masters Cooper
and Sibley and others in a process of
familiarisation. These popular events are

held to enable newcomers to meet the
‘top brass’ on a less formal and more
relaxed footing. 

Congratulations to
Andrew Poulton

The election of the Lord Mayor took place at Common Hall in the
Guildhall on Thursday 29th September.

Alderman Dr Andrew Parmley was the Court of Aldermen’s
preferred choice and was duly elected. He assumed responsibility as
the new Lord Mayor at the Silent Ceremony held on Friday 11th
November. As is customary he was paraded
before the ‘residents’ of London in the Lord
Mayor’s Show on the following day.

Born in Manchester and brought up on
the Lancashire coast Andrew Parmley has
spent a distinguished career in music,
education, culture and the City. He also has
commercial interests in Australia and China.
He is strongly supported by his wife Wendy.

Fruiterers were in company with other
liverymen attending the solemn and historic
annual election event.

Lord Mayor and Lord Mayor Elect 

with heralds at Guildhall

Past Masters Cooper & Best, the Upper

Warden and Clerk after Common Hall

Election of Lord Mayor

New Liverymen’s Dinner

Andrew Poulton is

installed as Captain

of Royal Blackheath

Golf Club
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The campus at St Piers Lingfield, in
Surrey started life as an Epileptic

Colony for adult men in 1894, later
becoming a hospital school, with resident
medical staff, before becoming the National
Centre for Young People with Epilepsy. Now
called Young Epilepsy, it takes children and

young people up to the age of 25. In the
words of Past Master John Price, it is a world
class centre for the treatment of epilepsy.
Not only does its work include research but,
in an extraordinarily caring environment, the
staff at St Piers’ have the power to transform
the lives of those with complex needs and,
indeed, the lives of their families. 

Each Master has the opportunity to
dedicate charitable funds to a range of
deserving causes in the City and beyond. In
2015, the largest such donation went to
Young Epilepsy, which itself has recently
funded horticultural placements for its
students at Hadlow and Plumpton, two
colleges well known to the Awards Council
of the Worshipful Company of Fruiterers.
The Company’s contribution went towards
the design and construction of an Outdoor
Gym and Multi-Use Games Area and, in
September this year, Immediate Past Master

Rupert Best represented the Master and the
Fruiterers when it was formally opened by
Baroness Howe of Idlicote, widow of Lord
Howe of Aberavon who, as the MP for East
Surrey, had supported Young Epilepsy for
40 years, becoming President in 2004.

The Master intends to make donations
from the Fruiterers’ Charitable Trust to

the following charities:
● Shakespeare Birthplace Trust

● Women’s Educational Partnership
● The Wooden Spoon Children’s Charity

of Rugby                
● Royal Navy and Royal Marines Charity                                    

● Lord Mayor’s Appeal                                           
● City of London Police Widow and

Orphans Fund                
● Catholic Children’s Society (Westminster) 

Fruiterers support for Young Epilepsy 
St Piers, Lingfield

Charitable Donations

Alec Howe (son), Lady Howe, 

YE Chief Executive and YE President

Lady Howe and IPM Rupert Best

For any Liveryman who has not attended a City of London Briefing
and is in two minds whether to apply ask a fellow Fruiterer who
has attended. You will always receive a very positive res ponse
because the evening provides an inter esting and valu able insight
into the workings of the City. They are aimed particularly at new
Freemen and Liverymen, but wives, husbands and partners are
also welcome. Liverymen and Freemen of longer standing who
have not previously been to a Briefing are also encouraged to
attend. The dates of the 2017 briefings are given here. It is
necessary to attend one of these briefings, held at the Livery Hall,
71 Basinghall Street, Guildhall, before being clothed in the Livery.

City of London Briefings

They are: Wednesday 8 February / 
Tuesday 10 October / Monday 6 November
Application should be made at
www.liverycommitteecourses.org.uk

At 11.45hrs on 14th October, 
Apprentice Sally Flanaghan

abseiled down from the 96ft
steeple of St Lawrence Jewry next Guildhall, to raise money for the
Lord Mayor’s charitable appeals for Diabetes and the Sea Cadets.
There was quite a lot of activity that day with the Lord Mayor
commencing affairs
with his descent at
9.30. Sally, who
celebrated her fortieth
birthday a few days
later, was followed by
Master of the Act u -
aries. Congratulations
to our apprentice
whose endeavours
raised £850. 

Suspended above Gresham Street

Sally
abseils for
charity

Sally passes the clock face 



Our Upper Warden and Master Elect is
Dennis Micheal Surgeon who lives at

Thorpe Bay and entered the Company in
2001.

Born in 1944 he attended Highlands,
High School for Boys, in Romford and
started his career in the industry at R H
Harriman in Spitalfields Market during 1959.
He then moved to J & J Adams in ‘The
London Fruit Exchange’, historically one of
the epicentres of the fruit trade in the UK.
The magnetism of Covent Garden drew him
first to WC2 and in 1974 to Nine Elms when
the market relocated south of the River. His
principal business was fruit importing which
he retired from in 1998. Dennis is the third
generation of his family to work in the trade
while his son Matthew is the fourth. 

His second career started in 2000 when
he commenced formal training to become a
‘Toast Master’. Sixteen years on his success
is recognised in this field as he holds the
position of ‘Chairman of the Institute of
Toastmasters of Great Britain’. In a normal

year he would expect to officiate at between
70 to 100 functions, but these will be on
hold during 2017 while he assumes the role
of Master.

Both of our future Master’s parents were
born in the square mile of the City of London
and nothing he reveals has given him greater
pleasure than to become a “Freeman of this
great City and a Liveryman of the Worshipful
Company of Fruiterers”. 

Dennis married Janet in 1965 and they
have three children, James, Matthew and
Abigail and have been blessed with seven
grandchildren.

“If”, he declares, “I have the great honour
to be elected as Master of our wonderful
Company I will do all I can to maintain the
traditions, principles and fellowship of the
Fruiterers while working continuously to
ensure that their objectives are pursued”. “As
our Clerk says at the conclusion of each
formal dinner – ROOT AND BRANCH MAY
IT FLOURISH FOREVER”!

New Honorary Assistants, New Freemen, 
New Apprentice and New Liverymen

New Freemen and Apprentice

Meet the Master Elect

“Navigating turbulence in the produce supply chain and beyond” 

Reserve your place on line for this important Conference on 16 March 2017 
to be held at One, Great George Street, Westminster

http://www.fruiterers.org.uk/conference/
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At the Master & Wardens Court Meeting on 2 November:

Clothed Liverymen  

The following Freemen were Clothed in the Livery:
● Daniel Michael Jolly
● Antony William Reynolds
● Peter Robert Thomas
● Christopher White
● John Michael Worth

The following were admitted to
the Freedom of the Company:
● Mr Duncan Forbes
● Mr Anthony Snell
● Apprentice Sally Flanagan

The following were nominated for election
as Honorary Assistants in May 2017:
● Liveryman Matthew Charles Hancock
● Liveryman Susan Jennifer Handy
● Liveryman Adrian Herbert Lee Padfield
● Liveryman Christopher White
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OObbiittuuaarriieess
David Shapley passed away after a

short illness. He would have been
78 on November 5th. 

Born in Walton-on-Thames in 
1938, David was schooled at King’s
Wimbledon before a two-year stint in
National Service. He joined the East
Surrey Regiment, which later became
the Royal Fusiliers, and his service

took him from Dover, via a spell at the
Tower of London, to Mombasa during the
Mau Mau Uprising, and tours of the Middle
East with the Trucial Oman Scouts, and
Malta.

He was extremely proud of his time
with the British Army and particularly of his
own regiment and it was a time that
helped to shape him as a man and a
father.

Soon after leaving the Army, David
joined his father Bill Stanford at The Fruit
Trades Journal and embarked on a career
that saw him become one of the central
characters in the British fruit and vegetable
industry for more than 50 years. He spent
almost 30 of those years at Lockwood
Press (publisher of the then FTJ, which is
now known as FPJ), and rose from junior
journalist to managing editor of the
company’s titles. 

David travelled the world in the interest
of informing the British industry. He was
for many years the voice of the British
trade, leading the FTJ through what many

would see as its halcyon days in the 1970s
and 1980s. There would have been very
few in the industry who were unaware of
David, or of his unrivalled knowledge and
expertise as a journalist in the trade.
Instrumental in the launch of Eurofruit in
the 80s, David also sat on several industry
boards and repres ent ative bodies,
including the PPMA and FFVIB. He was a
Liveryman of the Worshipful Company of
Fruiterers. His work was further recog -
nised by national government in both
Spain and France with prestigious awards.

He left Lockwood Press in the late
1980s and joined The Grocer. For around
a dozen years, he transformed the fresh
produce section of the country’s leading
retail-focused grocery title and connected
the fruit and vegetable trade with a
magazine that was becoming more
important as the supermarket retailers
expanded their presence and changed the
face of the industry.

On his departure from the coalface at
The Grocer, David became a freelance
consultant journalist and as well as
representing several high profile clients,
also continued to write prolifically for
publications including FPJ, The Grocer,
International Fruit World, Eurofruit, and
several British grower-facing titles. He was
a consultant to The London Produce
Show and Conference, where he provided
guidance and also hosted a retail tour and

his last published piece was written for a
UK Retail Guide that was distributed at
LPS in June.  

David was as prolific with his out-of-
hours projects as he was at work, where
his pursuits included painting children’s
pictures, brass rubbing, and using those
artistic skills as a set designer and stage
manager, as well as amateur dramatics
performer. His love of art and the military
combined in a passion for painting military
figures. His many friends will confirm that
David was also famed for his love of
entertaining, and an excellent chef
specialising in grouse pies and trout en
croute, with the fish caught by himself
during one of his regular fishing trips. His
fishing career began quite late in his life,
but like everything else, he took it
seriously, with trips to Canada and Africa
alongside his local sessions.  

David was a family man above all else.
He met his lovely wife Rosemary at a
Young Conservative Conference and they
enjoyed 53 years of marriage, bringing up
two sons Mark and Giles, who in turn have
brought David and Rosemary four
cherished grandchildren. Our sympathies
go out to them.

Professor Ian Graham-Bryce passed
away peacefully at home on the 10th

October, he was 79 years of age. He was
described in the Times obituary as a much
loved husband, father and grandfather.

Admitted to the Livery in 1981 Ian was
a distinguished scientist, academic,
researcher and administrator. His career
deserves far more than these few brief
lines where we have endeavoured to
provide a snapshot of a few of his notable
successes.

Prof Graham-Bryce was appointed as
director of East Malling Research in 1979.
Before Ian GB arrived at EM investig ations
were very much-field based but with his

background in every discip line of
chemistry, encouragement for a more
laboratory-based research was provided.
He laid the foundations for much of the
strategic and basic research work which
has followed over many years including
molecular genetics which has been so
fundamental in the improvement of plant
breeding methods used today, across the
globe.

Ian became a Trustee of The East
Malling Trust for Horticulture in 1986 and
was appointed Chairman of the Trust in
2002, serving in that roll until 2010.
During that period he was pivotal in
negotiating the future of East Malling

Research after it was cast adrift following
the break-up of Horticulture Research
International. His outstanding intellect was
immediately obvious to all Ministers and
Defra staff as he negotiated EMR’s future
during 50 separate meetings with Defra in
London over twelve months. 

Between 1994 and 2000 he was the 4th
Principal and Vice Chancellor of Dundee
University. During his time at the helm the
centre of learning enjoyed a most exciting
period of growth and dev el op ment. Its
academic status rose to the top echelons
of achievement and reputation.

Our sympathies are extended to his
family.

David William Shapley

Professor Ian Graham-Bryce, CBE, FRSE
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Editor’s thanks. The Editor extends his sincere thanks to the generous, anonymous sponsor whose gifting made the production of

this edition possible. 

OObbiittuuaarriieess

Peter David Stuart Boardman was
born at the Mill House in the

hamlet of Ludham, Norfolk. He ran the
arable and fruit farm up to his passing
this September.

His first school was Town Close
House which had been evacuated from
Norwich to Cumbria at the outbreak of
the war. After that he attended Malvern
College and then Writtle College to
study horticulture.

His Father was killed in Malaysia in
1942 leading a company of his county
regiment, The Royal Norfolks, against
the Japanese invasion. Peter was ten
years old at the time.

After Writtle, then aged twenty one,
he returned to Norfolk to run the farm
which, beside arable, had forty acres of
top and soft fruit and the crop with
which he was to become most
associated, holly.

His Father had planted four acres in
1926 and Peter expanded it to the
extent that each year he cropped about
five tons for the Christmas market. He
became an expert in its cultivation and
grew over one hundred varieties. This
fact was acknowledged internationally
by his being presented with the Wolf-
Fenton Award by the Holly Society of
America.

He was a director of Norfolk Fruit
Growers and Aylsham Grain. He was
also a member of Stalham Farmers
Club being its Chairman for many
years. He hosted their one hundred

and seventy fifth anniversary party in
his wonderful garden.

Peter had many outside interests.
He held a Pilot’s licence keeping his
historic Hornet Moth at an air strip in
Ludham. He loved sailing and had a
Norfolk One Design which he raced at
sea in his younger years. On one
occasion he sailed a small open boat
to France and back, no mean feat. A
long-time member of the Royal Norfolk
and Suffolk yacht club he was a
shareholder in Cox’s Boatyard at
Barton Turf, a trustee of the How Hill
Trust and President of The Friends of
How Hill. A keen photographer, he won
many prizes for his landscapes of the
‘Broads’ and as an ornithologist he
erected a marble pulpit from a
redundant church, in his conservatory,
to improve his view of the nearby broad
even inviting the Bishop of Norwich to
come to How Hill to bless it!

Travelling was a passion and he had
explored many countries and even the
Antarctic. Perhaps his greatest interest
was his superb garden. He was
Chairman of the Norfolk and Norwich
Horticultural Society and exhibiting
flowers and shrubs in many shows,
including the Royal Norfolk, usually
winning the silver cup.

Under the National Garden Scheme
Peter’s garden was open to the public
for 35 years which resulted in the
raising very many thousands of pounds
for the Charity.

In 1978 he dug out his own Broad
… of five acres and it was on an island
in that Broad that his ashes were
buried. A fitting place for someone,
who can only be described as a real
Gentleman.

Peter never married so the era of a
Boardman being at How Hill is over
after about a hundred and twenty
years. His nephews, Richard and
Nicolas Collar, who have given him
great help for the last few years, will
hopefully take over the running and
maintenance of the farm.

Special mention must be given and
sympathies extended to Elizabeth Ellis-
Paul, a neighbour and very dear friend
of Peter’s, who accompanied him on
his many visits to Fruiterers’ events and
locations overseas. 

Peter Boardman will be remem be -
red by his fellow Fruiterers as an
exemplary Liveryman, always full of
energy, enthusiasm and goodwill. He
was the kind of chap who attracted
admiration, respect and affection. He
will be sadly missed

Peter David Stuart Boardman
June 23rd 1932 to September 2nd 2016


